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Isolated
group
At 82, Wiley keeps young outlook murdered Sadat
St Kathleen Koshar
ews staff reporter

Prout was the man in charge at
that time and he was a fine
Christian gentleman," Wiley
said.

Alan Wiley is a young man at
82.
He and his 80-year-old wife,
Blanche, refuse to grow old.
Wiley said he remembers when
he was a 12-year-old boy in
Pennsylvania and his minister
grandfather said, "The only
way you can escape being an
old white-haired manlike me is
to die young and I don't think
you'll like the alternative."
Although his grandfather had
retired from the church, he
kept young by writing sermons,
many of which were never
used, and offering to "pinch
bit" for area ministers who
became ill or were injured.
Wiley follows his grandfather's
advice by refusing to die from
the neck up by exercising his
brain with books.
Wiley said there are a half a
ton of books in his living room
alone. Without fail he reads
something every day and prevents boredom from overcoming his life.
THERE IS another activity
Wiley engages in everyday,
weather permitting. He rides
his bicycle.

staff photo by Dein Koapfler

With his bike as transportation, Wiley delivers magazines and
newspapers to friends around the city during the week.

Wiley walked three and a half
miles to and from school everyday as a boy so his uncle bought
him a bicycle to ride on his
tenth birthday. For the past
fifteen years, Wiley has been
utilizing his riding abilities to
deliver 16 copies of the BG
News to area residents and
businesses.
He started reading the News
when he came to the University
to teach economics in 1946 and
was forced to retire when he
was 70 years old because of
mandatory retirement laws. He
came here from Penn State
where he was taking graduate
courses after teaching in his
hometown high school and at
Ohio University.
Wiley remembers how different the University was when he
first started teaching. "We had
2700 to 2800 students. President

ANY STUDENT who was
caught with alcohol on campus
was expelled and students returning to campus drunk were
suspended. Wiley said his
younger cousin was a student at
the University and was expelled after becoming involved
in a minor car accident because
he had had one drink with his
girlfriend in a restaurant. His
girlfriend was also asked to
leave the University.
"Things have changed a lot,"
he said.
Crime is a development of the
last 30 years Wiley said because there was very little
crime when he first came to
Bowling Green. He attributes
most of the crime problems
today to the influx of drugs. "I
never heard of any student at
Penn State or here of being a
drug addict (in the 40s)."
WILEY SAID he remembers
when he never saw a woman
smoking on campus. "If they
did smoke, they were ashamed
of it and they didn't do it in
public," he explained.
There were no apartment
complexes along the tracks, an
area that used to be covered
with gardens and called "hogtown/'
By the time he had retired,
Wiley said he noticed a reduced
quality of student performance
at the University. He said much
of it stemmed from a liberal
grading policy suggested by
former President McDonald to
help minority students and veterans who were entering the
University with little high
school training.
WILEY USED to give ex officio guided tours of the campus
to people who were interested
in trees and shrubs. He brought
saplings of trees from his father's farm to plant on his three
city lots which he spends most
of his time caring for.

Doubts linger despite vow

Israel will continue peace process
Begin will attend Sadat's state
funeral scheduled Saturday, said
Cabinet Secretary Arieh Naor.
But his presence could be a problem for Egyptian security since
the funeral tails on the Jewish
sabbath and Begin, an observant
Jew, would not break religious
law by riding in a car on the holy
day. That could mean Egyptian
In a message to Vice President
security would have to guard an
Hosni Mubarak, Sadat's apparent
Israeli prime minister traveling
successor, Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin said Sadat had "We are confident that the legacy of peace of President on foot in Cairo.
been gunned down by "the eneSadat will live on ... This is a sacred trust
Former Foreign Minister Ezer
mies of peace."
we have to fulfill."
Weizman, a close friend of Sadat,
took issue with the Israeli govern"We are confident that the lement's statements on the assassigacy of peace of President Sadat
Begin's Cabinet held an emer- television broadcasts ceased and nation. "If it was up to me,"
will live on ... This is a sacred
trust we have to fulfill," the mes- gency meeting and heard the observant Jews planned to spend Weizman said, "I would come Out
army intelligence chief, Maj. their waking hours in synagogues. with a statement expressing consage said.
fidence in Egypt's continuity."
Gen. Yehoshua Saguy, give a conTHE DAY before Yom Kippur
Uncertainty over the peace fidential assessment of the impact
Weizman said Sadat had told
traditionally is an occasion to pay
process clouded the future of Is- of Sadat's assassination.
The shaken nation of Israel was respects to the dead, and hun- him Mubarak was being groomed
rael's relations with the next
Egyptian government Right wing mourning its most important dreds of Israelis went to the Egyp- to succeed to the presidency, and
nationalists urged Israel to cancel friend in the Arab world as the tian Embassy in Tel Aviv to sign a referred to Mubarak as "his puplans for its final withdrawal country virtually shut down for condolence book.
pil, his protege, his deputy."
JERUSALEM (AP) - Israel
said yesterday that both Israel
and Egypt must pledge themselves to "the sacred trust" of
completing the peace process begun by assassinated President
Anwar Sadat. But doubts lingered
whether the peace would last.

Weather
Sunny

from the occupied Sinai Peninsula Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement, the most important day of
next April.
the Jewish religious vear.
FOREIGN MINISTER Yitzhak
Shamir told reporters that "if the
Many Israelis observed a daypeace process will continue, the long fast starting at sundown
Israeli withdrawal from Sinai will Wednesday. Traffic stopped exalso continue. It depends on devel- cept for emergency vehicles, BenGurion Airport closed, radio and
opments in Egypt. '
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Haig's keeping his
eyes on Arabs
page 3

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - Two of
President Anwar Sadat's assassins were civilians who masqueraded as soldiers to sneak into the
military review that ended in a
bloodbath, Egypt's defense minister was quoted as saying today.
The government scheduled a
referendum next week to approve
Vice President Hosni Mubarak as
Sadat's successor.
Defense Minister Abdel Halim
Abu Ghazala said one of the assassins was an officer, one was a
retired reserve officer and the
other two were civilians pretending to be soldiers, the newspaper
Al Akhbar reported in today's
editions.
ABU GHAZALA did not elaborate in the newspaper account on
how the two civilians, reported to
be veterans of Egypt's mandatory
military service, slipped into one
of the trucks parading past Sadat
in a military review that ended in
a bloodbath.
Earlier in the day, the defense
minister told reporters during a
break in the parliamentary session that Sadat's assassins were
not part of a coup plot but were
"an individual group and they are
not even related to any group or
country."
Another daily, the semi-official
Al Ahram, quoted Gen. Mahmoud
el-Masry, commander of the Republican Guards, as saying three
traitors" left the truck when it
reached the reviewing stand.

him, Sadat stood to return the
salute, El-Masry was quoted as
saying. While Sadat was standing,
the fourth man, still in the truck,
opened fire with an automatic
rifle, hitting the president with his
first shots, the guard commander
was quoted as saying.
In an emergency session
Wednesday, Parliament endorsed
overwhelmingly the nomination
that Egypt's ruling party gave
Mubarak within hours of Sadat's
assassination Tuesday. The vice
president accepted the nomination during a televised meeting
with a parliamentary delegation.
The Parliament's action meant
Mubarak's name will be the only
one on the ballot Oct. 13. The date
falls within Egypt's 60-day constitutional limit.
Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr. echoed that assessment
at a news conference in Washington, saying there was no evidence
of external involvement in the
assassination.
But Haig served notice to Libya
and other radical Arab states opposed to Sadat's peace treaty with
Israel that the United States
"would view with great concern"
any attempt to seize upon the
assassination to fan instability in
the Mideast.

Haig will lead the U.S. delegation to Sadat's funeral Saturday. President Reagan will not
attend for security reasons, the
White House said, but former
Presidents Jimmy Carter, RichTHINKING THE MEN were ard Nixon and Gerald Ford will
approaching the stand to salute attend at his request.

Semester conversion
varies requirements
by David Sigworth
News staff reporter
The progress of the University's
conversion to a semester calendar
was the main topic discussed at
Academic Council's meeting yesterday.
Dr. Richard Eakin, chairman of
the Task Force and executive vice
provost for University planning
and budgeting, told council he had
"good news on the status of the
calendar conversion."
Later, council continued the
progress by approving a revised
class time grid and general degree requirements.
AFTER COUNCIL selected Dr.
Donald DeRosa, chairman of the
psychology department, as its
vice chairman, Eakin described
the progress of the conversion.
Eakin said the Task Force intends
to publish a fact sheet in the News
"intended to not only provide information transpired by Academic Council but to answer
questions students have in mind
regarding the conversion."
Eakin explained that the revision in the time grid would adjust
starting times of classes so as to
have less overlap of class time
Eeriods. The change moves back
y one-half hour the starting time
for the 75-minute classes.
Thus, 75-minute 8 a.m. classes,
which meet twice a week, will be
available as well as the traditional 50-minute 8:30 a.m. classes,
which meet three times a week.
Thus, both extended and traditional 9:30 a.m. classes would be
available to students-in either of
the earlier classes.
Council also passed converted
general degree requirements for
the associate and baccalaureate,

specialist in education and doctorate of philosoohy degrees.
UNDER the new general requirements for the associate degree, 62-semester hours must be
earned instead of 93 quarter hours
and two semester hours of physical education earned instead of
three quarter hours. Other slight
changes involved the wording of
the English composition requirement and graduation deadlines.
The number of hours required
for the baccalaureate degree
dropped from 183 quarter hours to
122 semester hours, at least 30 of
which must be completed at the
University immediately before
graduation. Also, the number of
required 300-or-above level
courses dropped from 60 to 40.
Adjustments, similar to those
done for the associate degree, also
were made for the baccalaureate
English composition requirement
and graduation deadlines.
The revised specialist in education degree requirements drop the
number of hours of course work
beyond the bachelor's degree
from 95 to 63 and the amount of
time spent in the specialization
area from 36 to 24. Students
awarded a teaching fellowship
must complete a minimum of
eight hours of study on campus in
each of two semesters instead of
three quarters. And, instead of for
one quarter, students must participate in full-time study for one
semester with a minimum of 12
hours.
Changes in the Ph.D. requirements include: hours of approved
graduate credit, 135 to 90; hours of
registration for research, 24-45 to
16-30; and the number of hours of
400-level courses accepted toward
the degree, 15 to 10.

Local artist
does it with
glass page 7
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Opinion
Has faculty forgotten New work ethic, or Workhouse Ethic?
who pays salaries?
Focus
w

BOSTON - Ever since the
phrase began reappearing like a
e think Faculty Senate members have lost sight of motto cross-stitched over the
who puts money in their pockets.
times, I have been trying to figure
Faculty Senate Tuesday passed a resolution that opposed out how the new work ethic works,
the students' right to have membership on faculty decision- ethically speaking.
making committees, as is provided for in the newly-drafted
I know what the phrase used to
student constitution. The motion passed with a 50-5 vote; mean: that work was at the center
only two faculty members voted against adopting the of a moral life. I also know that it
resolution along with the three student representatives.
comes from the reformation days
Somewhere m this bureaucratic University the student when Calvin and others tried to
voice has been drowned out by the overwhelming cry of the exhort people out of their
medieval slump by convincing
faculty.
them that the way to heaven was
Somewhere we have lost our true perspective.
by working hard on Earth.
In this country, going to a university is not free like it is
This was more sophisticated
in many other countries. The students and parents pay
dearly for the price of an education. Last summer the than St. Paul's economics. Paul
said simply, if you don't
University Board of Trustees hiked our instructional fees had
work, you don't eat. The Proby $64, bringing the full-time fee to * 385.
testants went beyond the basics,
That is a 20-percent increase in our instructional fee, to insist that work was good and
most of which falls into the hands of the faculty. We have leisure evil. It was this belief,
every right to have votes on committees that directly affect along with the notion that hard
work produced success, which
•the welfare of the undergraduate student body.
When we are paying outrageous instructional fees, made the ideal so powerful.
spending four years of our lives at this university, and
But now when I hear about the
instructors supposedly are filling us with their learned work ethic, about how Americans
knowledge, we should nave direct input on issues, including have lost it and don't know where
to find it, we seem most worried
those regarding tenure and promotion.
Bruce Johnson, academic affairs coordinator of the about two classes of people: the
and poor. In fact, we seem to
constitution steering committee, summarized what the rich
be perfecting a two-track
News believes is the most important point.
philosophy.
Faculty Senate seems to flunk that it is a privilege for
According to the politics of the
students to sit on committees. We believe it is a right.
new fiscal year, the rich have lost
their willingness to work hard
because the government has
taken too much money away from
them.

Phone rates nipping
romance in the bud
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Focus
by Marie Cisterino
News Staff Reporter

For two years I told friends they
were bananas for coming to a
college with tons of available men
and giving them all up for the
sake of undying devotion to a
home town honey. The worst part
was spending all their time and
money talking and weeping on the
phone.
Sure, it was easy for me to say. I
didn't have any doll pining away
for me at some other school or
waiting, patiently waiting, back
home tor me to return whenever I
had a break or just couldn't stand
being away any longer. I had a
guy on campus and could see him
whenever I wanted. I didn't have
to worry about enormous phone
bills every month. Local calls
came with the room.
Every month it was the same
thing. Their phone bills came and
they went into severe mourning
and depression for several weeks.
I told them to write letters and
save money. How important can it
be to hear somebody's voice ?
Little did I know back then.
Frankly, I thought it was painfully disgusting what those girls
with boyfriends somewhere else
Eut themselves through. You
now, collages of old prom pictures taped everywhere, not to
mention dead flowers, momentos
and every single word the guy
ever wrote to them pasted somewhere on their desk.
Life was easy for me, too easy.
My guy was as close as a few
steps to Rodgers and I could call
him any time and he'd be over in a
flash.

I never had to spend endless
hours hanging hopelessly on the
mailbox or waiting for the phone
to ring. I never felt the disappointment when a weekend ride fell
through and seeing the one you
cared about meant waiting another four weeks. To think I
thought I would die having to be
away from my guy for three
weeks over Christmas break.
Thank God the good old telephone was there to save me. Without those sentimental, reasuring
calls every other day, I would
have gone crazy.
And now, here I am, three years
older and wiser, devoted to a guy
who's six hours away from me.
For awhile I wasn't worried
about our relationship - I'd call
him and he'd call me. Then we'd
see each other as often as possible.
Now the campus' answer to the
monopoly game, the phone company, is raising its rates 70 percent and I'm panicking.
I can't afford the high rates I
already pay for my phone by
iving off-campus. Just the cost to
ent one, have it installed, plus the
onthly service charge are
ough to break me. I can guaritee my parents aren't going to
ty me and foot the bill either.
I realize everything is going up.
tfext month the post office is raising the price of a stamp to 20
cents.
What used to be just a common
liberally-used item will turn into a
luxury.
I'll bet it will be cheaper to
drive all the way to Central Michigan to see him then to call twice a
week for twenty minutes.
Those phone people have no
sympathy for those of us who
depend so much on their service if only to maintain our sanity.
But then again, why should they
care? They make all their calls
free.
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by Ellen Goodman
Syndicated Columnist

if they work than if they don't. So,
it's estimated that one-third of the
parents will quit work and go back
on welfare.
Once they are on welfare,
however, the government will
want them to work. In fact, the
same guidelines are encouraging
state programs that will make
welfare parents work for their
benefits at minimum wages.
Believe it or not, both of these
contradictory moves-one that

may result in more working easy to replace incentives-from
families on welfare, the other that day care to supplemental
may force welfare families to benefits-with moral accusations.
work-are justified under the label
It's also easy to overlook two
of the work ethic.
crucial aspects of the work ethic:
Martin Anderson, Reagan's The quantity and quality of work.
chief domestic policy adviser,
wrote some years ago that it was
I'm hardly in favor of welfare,
wrong to offer incentives for peo- or opposed to work. But there's
ple to go to work because we something outrageous about twoshouldnl "persuade people to do track virtues.
something they should be required to do." But it's okay to reWhen talking about the poor, we
quire people to go to work don't focus on unemployment, but
because, as an Oregon state of- on undermotivation. We don't look
ficial told a reporter. "What we critically at the workplace, we
are trying to start here is the look critically at the individuals.
beginning of a work ethic."
We entice the rich into working
and terrify the poor into working.
It all begins to sound quite mad. This isn't the new workhouse
But by casting the whole argu- ethic. It's the old Workhouse
ment in a moral light, it's awfully Ethic.

The poor, on the other hand,
have lost their willingness to work
hard because the government has
given too much money to them. In
response to this grave situation,
as of Oct. 1, we have cut the taxes
of the rich most lavishly, giving
them more money and more incentive to work. We have cut aid
to the poor, giving them less
money and therefore more incentive to work.
Now no one has explained to me
exactly why the rich need money
to make them labor while the poor
need desperation. No one has explained to me why we choose to
entice rich people to work in jobs
that are presumably decent and
choose to force poor people to
work in jobs that are often boring
or menial.
Perhaps it goes back to the
charming words of the 17th century English employer Andrew
Young, who said: "Everyone but
an idiot knows that the lower
classes must be kept poor or they
will never be industrious."
But let us go the the 20th century, and a perfect example of the
two-track philosophy.
Last Thursday, the government
issued assorted new guidelines for
welfare programs. Under the old
guidelines, a parent who worked
at low-paying jobs could still
receive some benefits, such as
Medicaid. This was an economic
incentive to work. The workers
ended up better off than they were
under welfare.
Under the new guidelines, most
of these working parents are ineligible for any welfare benefits.
They are no longer any better off

Respond.
If you would like to comment
on something in the News or
anything of interest to the campus or community, write to the
Nevtfs.
The letter or guest column
should be typewritten, triple
spaced and signed. Please include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters to the editor
should not be longer than 200
words and columns should not
be longer than 500 words.
The News reserves the right
to reject letters or portions of
letters that are in bad taste,
malicious or libelous. All are
subject to condensation.
The letters are the individual
opinions of the writers and the
accuracy of their statements
has not been checked by the
News.
Address your comments to:
Editor of the BG News, 106
University Hall.

LettersMore to life than
beer, ball, soaps

ed. We should know who our
Don't we owe it to ourselves to
leaders are in Congress.
be more informed'

I have always considered
myself a person of at least
averagae intelligence. I know how
to get to all the bars in Bowling
Green. I know that Luke, Laura,
and Scorpio saved Port Charles on
General Hospital. And I know that
Brian Sipe is one of the bestlooking quarterbacks in the NFL.
What else is there to know?

It would not kill us to know
something about Reagan's supply
side economics. I do not think our
hands would burn if we picked up
a Newsweek or Time magazine
now and then.

Beth Oprisch
Social Justice Committee

We are all reasonably in- Coach Stolz
telligent college students preparing for our future-don't you think appreciates fans
we should know something about
it? It may not interest us now, but
The tremendous student supWell, maybe there is a little it sure will affect us in the years to port for last Saturday's game was
more to life than beer, soap come.
very much appreciated by our
operas, and football. Maybe it is
team and the Bowling Green footWe think that we have no time ball staff.
tune we became more aware of
to become more informed. If we
current events in our world.
Fill the stands again this week
can make time to go uptown we
We do not have to make a major can spend a few minutes a day and help us beat Miami for the
stand on every issue. It is not even learning something about current first time in nine years.
necessary to go marching off to events. It is our world out there
Washington for every cause. But and it is up to us to know what is
Denny Stolz
we should become more inform- going on.
Head Football Coach
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Commission favors creation of ombudsman position
by Dave Whitman
News staff reporter
Bowling Green's Housing Commission voted 4 to 1 yesterday in
support of creating an
ombudsman's position in the city
administration.
The housing commission's recommendation will be considered
at the next City Council meeting,
when Council will decide whether
to hire an ombudsman.
Councilperson Charles Barrell
said the ombudsman would be a
"troubleshooter" dealing mainly
with
housing problems
in the
city.
mui IMHJI
ucviNBUB m
ww<
The ombudsman could deal with

other problems too, he said, such
as complaints about city sewers.
The city deals with housing
problems on a complaint basis
instead of an inspection basis,
Barrell said, which means the city
needs a steady stream of information on housing problems.
"THE OMBUDSMAN would not
be an enforcement officer," Barrell explained. "He would be a
watchdog. In an inspection system, the more information you
have, the more watchdogs you
have, the better off you are."
Housing Commission Chairperson .»>.
John ^IUW,
Quinn, who
cast uic
the IWK
lone
»™.
mi» w>
dissenting vote, said he thought

the ombudsman proposal repThe ombudsman position would problems are connected to zoning
resented a piecemeal approach to be part-time with a salary of problems as well.
housing problems in Bowling about 5,000 a year Barrell said.
Several members of the comGreen.
Other members of the housing mission said the ombudsman
commission voiced approval of should have enough money bud"It (the ombudsman proposal) the ombudsman position in gen- geted to start the position and
seemed to come out of the smoke eral.
promote its use by people in the
of the housing ordinance, as did
city.
some other ordinances," Quinn
Michael Grayson, a member of
said, referring to a housing code the housing commission, said the Lee said the ombudsman would
recommended by the housing ombudsman should not deal in be of particular help to University
commission to coucil. Council any way with zoning questions, students living oft campus who
killed that recommendation last since they seem to be handled have housing complaints.
spring.
adequately by the zoning board of
appeals.
"I THINK it's intimidating to
some students to get problems
QUINN SAID he wanted to wait ANOTHER MEMBER of the solved," he said. "The
awhile before
recommending the
......V
™„V .«»...,.„»-.,,,
^..v commission,
Louuiiiaajoii, Jerry
jerry Lee,
i>ee, disois- ombudsman
omouasman would
would solve
solve this
trus beDeombudsman proposal to Council.
Council, agreed, saying that manv
many housine cause he would be an individual

they could go to."
One of the ombudsman's first
items of business would be to let
renters know that the office exists, Barrell said, pointing to a
survey conducted last year which
showed that 58 percent of the
renters in the city were even
aware the city had a housing code.
If Council decides in favor of an
ombudsman, Barrell said he
thought the Mayor would probably make the appointment. The
ombudsman would begin working
some time early next year, Barreii
aaia, after
aner the
me new city
cuy budget
uuug<
rell said,
begins in April.

U.S. to pursue Sadat's peace work, support Egypt's government
WASHINGTON (AP)
- Secretary of State Alexan(AP)-Secretary
der Haig Jr. served notice to Libya and other radical
Arab nations yesterday that the United States
"would view with great concern" any attempt to
seize upon the assassination of Egypt's Anwar Sadat
to fan instability in the Mideast.
Haig said also that America remains a full
partner in the peace process initiated by Sadat, "this
gigantic personality," and is committed to "pursue
nis work' toward a comprehensive Middle East

THE SOURCE

pledged full suooort
support to the Egyptian
settlement. He Dledeed
Eevntian
government now headed by Hosni Mubarak, Sadat's
hand-picked heir.
The secretary of state also affirmed the administration's determination to sell AW ACS radar planes
and other military gear to Saudi Arabia, saying the
8.5-billion package is now "more important than
ever." As he spoke, President Reagan met with
virtually the entire Republican majority of the
Senate in an attempt to reverse a congressional

mnvp against
aoainst the sale.
«nln
move
THE HOUSE Foreign Affairs Committee, as
expected, approved a resolution yesterday to veto
the AW ACS deal. The deal will go through unless
both houses of Congress vote to veto it by Nov. 1.
In a midday news conference, Haig declared the
United States' 'would view with great concern at this
juncture any efforts by external powers to manipulate the tragic events of the last 24 hours."

VALUABLE COUPON.

I Brookdale Stables

Beer & Wine

655-2193

Exit Cygnet Exit 171 From I-75. Drive West To
2nd Crossroad. Turn South (Mitchell Rd.)
Next Crossroad Is Freyman Rd
Turn East 6 Continue 200 Yds

518 E. W00STER
PKun Sal 10 '0
Pnone 3$'? 7444

Public Trail Riding
English & Western
Lessons
Boarding
Hay Rides
Party Facilities

Pay for two, the
third is free.
8 x 10 KODAK Color
Enlargements

2
o
o

•BGSU classes available for credit and non-credit for*
fall, winter, spring and summer quarters.

135 N.Main 352-7575

i

The Black Swamp Boys
Friday Oct. 9 & Saturday Oct. 10

9:30-1:00a.m.
GOOD OLE FOOT-STOMPING,
TOE-TAPPIN, KNEE- SLAPPIN,

i Bring in this coupon with
your favorite Kodacolor film
negatives, color slides or
color prints.
I Get three 8x10 KODAK Colo?
Enlargements for the price
of two.
I Hurry, offer ends October 14,1981.

ROGERS DRUG
AND CAMERA SHOP

14810 FREYMAN RD. - CYGNET

-presents-

Of the Libyans,
Lihvans. he said he had "no evidence of
0
their involvement" in Sadat's slaving, even though
the level and character of "their rhetoric would give
one pause. We hope they would not be tempted. '
Haig obviously was referring to Libya's pronouncements in the wake of the assassination,
including strongman Moammar Khadafv's congratulations to the men who killed Sadat and his call for
the Egyptian armed forces to take power and
reverse the government
government'ss pro
pro-Western course.

CLIP AND SAVE.-

THEY SHOOT
SENIORS,
DON'T THEY?

PICKINN'GRINNIN BLUE GRASS!
$1 Cover Charge

State Street at Wooster 353-8735

SENIOR YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
MAKE
SHOOTING STARTS
Rebate offered RING DAYS Only.
Wednesday and Thursday, October 7 and 8
Hours: 10:00-4:00
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building
Hours: Monday - Friday. 8:00 • 5:00
Saturday: 9:00 • 5:00

YOUR
APPOINTMENT,

now

OCTOBER 12
THE KEY OFFICE
310 STUDENT SEVICES
372-0086

4 Tte BG N«wi Ortotor ». 1*1 1

HAIR
UNLIMITED
UNISEX HAIR CARE
& TANNING CENTER
143 W. Wooster

353-3281

CUT - CURL - COLOR
ONLY $8.50*

! Support your local

precision blow-cut
I newspaper : Write a letter Featuring
Walk-ins Welcomed 'compare elsewhere at S14
i to the editor. Let the campus
\J™°w now y°u feel and where you stand on any andall^ issues, j

Put on a
picture show
Do you have a dull, uninteresting wall? It can be the
focal point of your decor
with a little imagination
from you and our expert
framing. Bring in your water
colors, printa, maps, coini,
medals, degrees, awards.
We'll frame 'em. Then show
your stuff

Supermarket
Trophy Shopping

HAS ARRIVED! I I
• Instant Service
(does not include engraving)
• Large Selection
• Design Consultation Available
• Special Cash & Carry Prices
and Mfg. Closeouts
• All Styles Available
Trophies, Ribbons, Certificates

YOUR FULL SERVICE
FRAMER
Strickland Custom
Framing

i The Source

FALCON HOCKEY

I

IS BACK!

833 N.Maln St.

is your

Halloween Headquarters
masks ■ costumes ■ make-up
witch hats ■ Beagle Puss Glasses
tooth wax - grease paint - wigs
rubber chickens ana" much
much more!
518 E Wooster ■ by Dv

FALCON HOUSE
Sportswear Shop Presents

OUR NEW RACQUETBALL DIPT.:
SHOES BY

FROM 11AM lo2A.M.

DR. PEPPER
8-16 oz. bottles for 99'.+• deposit
(sugar free or regular)
7 UP Quarts
3 for $1 -^ deposit
Buckeye Chips
6'/J oz - 7 oz
Barbeque. Sour Cream & Onion,
Salt & Vinegar, Ridgies for 59'

ENJOT GOOD FOOD AT

"i r

I »5 OFF ANY PAIR i
Racquetball Shoes
Ltil 10/10/81

VENNY'S HAY LOFT

l

5 OFF ANY
J Omega Racquet I
til 10/10/81

XEI-AMEUCM CUISIIE

Your tunning Shot i Spomwor Hrodquarfn in BG.

JT

140 E. Wooster
Ph. 352-3610
Acrosi from Sub-M^Quick. Mon.-Sat. 10-5:30

\
>

**
."*'• «**

*N*SP
»t#

BBQ CHICKEN 8 RIBS

FALCON HOUSE A

VK»

OTHER DAILY SPECIALS
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
11-10MTWR
11-12Fri.
4-12 Sat.
4-9 Sun.
LOCATED AT DALLAS V 2518 S. Reynolds 866-9412

3 Day Special

OPEN Til MIDNIGHT FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS
WEEKDAYS 9 11pm

LIVE MUSIC 7 NITES A WEEK
FREE COVER WITH THIS AD TIL OCT.15
866-6981

Stop in and .nt.r
our drawing for o
pair of racquetball shoes.

BG BEVERAGE CENTER
DRIVE — THRU
780 S. COLLEGE DR.

itiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiimim

THURSDAY DRINK SPECIALS

OMEGA RACQUETS

BG Beverage
Drive-

TUESDAY OCT.13 7:30P.M.
FALCONS VS.MICH-DEARBORN
ALL SEATS GENERAL ADMISSION
ADULTS $3.00 STUDENTS $2.00
ALL-SPORTS PASS NOT VALID!
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT DOOR

START TOUR WEEKVD BCET AT DALLAS 7

fboUcyO

Thurs., Fit, Sat.

SUNDAYS 9 10pm

Entire Stock of

presents with

CORDUROY
Pants, Knickers,Skirts,
Blazers and JumpersAsst. Fall colors

$
128 N. MAIN St.
DOWNTOWN

NOW
ONLY.

THESE GREAT SELECTIONS

1432 E. WOOSTER
ACROSS CAMPUS

S

MIX and MATCH or coordinate with
pieces you already haveGtvethefiifl
of music.

LJke f-^owder [ ujf

PLUS HUNDREDS MORE
GraUful Dead
WORKMCMAN'SM

Hfe
BLUE KEY CARD I

525 Ridge St.
l.BBa.B.ga.qq.Q.PBfffl.HQQBP.q.B.q.B.B.pgaPOH

~''.. It
DOOBIE BROS

.afeeLTSB

DOORS

GRATEFUL DEAD

EAGLES

On The Border

EAGLES

CROSBY, STILLS. NiSHSTOUNC

Student Program Board

SO FAR -

C S N Y

GENESIS

m*« cSo'cSt LOW GO I
BUFALLO
SPRINGFIELD

AC DC

YOUR MUSIC
LIBRARY

J GEILS

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK
M-SAT9AM-10PM
SUNDAYS 11 AM-6 PM

STUDENT
RECREATION
CENTER

KING CRIMSON

VISA
WE HAVE GIFT CERTIFICATES
FOR ANY AMOUNT

Take part in the Planning implementation of special events, tournaments,
and publicity at the Center.
Questions? Call Karen Fletcher,
Ast. Director, SRC, 372-2711
Applications Available in the Main
Office or at the Control Desk
I
Applications Due by Oct. 15
|

BE a PART of IT!!!

.-.-.v. .v.-.-.-.'.

n> BG rtm ocMkv •. mi s

Business review-

Beauty shop offers modern, individualized services
by Marie Cisterino
News staff reporter

Owner Carol Hahler said the
beauty shop is the result of several years of planning and design
A new concept in beauty care that makes it a step above other
awaits patrons at The Arrange- salons.
ment, a uniquely designed, modern beauty shop that recently
WITH AN increased consciousopened for business.
ness in personal grooming and
The Arrangement, 181 S. Main health in recent years. Hahler
St., offers a group of services saw the need to offer services to
unavailable in the Bowling Green assist individuals in proper
grooming.
area before.

The Arrangement staff has
been professionally trained both
in salon services and in working
with each patron individually to
offer advice on keeping their looks
in shape between visits.
An extensive number of beauty
and consulatation services are
offered to men, women and children. These include: manicures,
nail extensions, hair designing,

room for each service it offers.
There is a room for manicuring,
one for facials and make-up and
specific areas for for hair cuts,
shampoos and drying.
Specialized services offered inThe staff works with each per- clude:
permanent waving through
son in designing a total look.
custom wraps for full body or
very curly styles; facials involvcleansing, toning and heat
UNLIKE MOST other salons, ing
processes plus applied masks to
The Arrangement has a separate soothe the skin and prevent pre-

geometric hair coloring, facials,
permanent waving, make-up application and demonstration,
beard and mustache designing
and children's haircuts.

mature lining and professional
make-up design involving the
analysis of facial features and
contouring learned by make-up
artists through advanced study
with top professionals from Redken Laboratories of California.
The Arrangement's hours are 8
a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Tuesday and Thursday and 8 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Saturday.

Hurry Down To

South Side Six

For all your partying needs!
We have large selections of
BEER and WINE, at state minimum prices
10 lb. bag of CRUSHED ICE 99'
South Side Six
737 3. MATI

SDI-TBDB 9 a.m.-ll p.m.
WHIT. 3 a.m.-MOIIIE

352-BB33
n

-----

-

vfc s$^
HOME ENTERTAINMENT
¥ Largest Wine Selection
¥■ Extensive Cheese Selection
*Many Fancy Foods, Baskets, Imports
^Sausages and Meats from Milwaukee
* Whole Bean Coffees, Tea, Spices
-kSandwic £s, Subs, Salads, Snacks

DELICATESSEN & WINE SHOPS

1068 NORTH MAIN ST.
BOWLING GREEN 352-8434
(Nut to the Liquor Store)
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DRESSINGS
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AJ._|MJ]
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Fri.-Sat. 11a.m.-la.m.
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440 E. Court
352 1596
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Sports
Mini-playoffs in full swing
McCatty outduels KC's
Jones for Oakland victory

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) Tony Armas hit two singles and
two doubles, driving in both Oakland runs, and Steve McCatty
outdueled rookie Mike Jones to
give the A's a 2-1 victory over the
Kansas City Royals and a 2-0 lead
in the American League Western
Division playoffs, yesterday.
Armas lashed a double through
the legs of third baseman George
Brett in the eighth, knocking in
Dwayne Murphy with the winning
run.
But the Oakland right fielder,
who led the A's this season with 76
runs batted in, had to leave the
game after the eighth-inning hit

because of soreness on the left
side of the groin area.
McCatty, 14-7 during the season, struck out three, walked four
and gave up only six hits to the
slumping Royals, who were 50-53
for the year, the only sub-.500
team in the playoffs.
After beating the Royals 4-0 in
the opener of the best-of-5 series
Tuesday, the A's are one victory
away from meeting the Eastern
Division champion For the American League pennant. The next
three games of the series are
scheduled in Oakland, starting
tomorrow.

Montreal tops Philadelphia,
3-1,
to take 1 -0 series lead
MONTREAL (AP) - Tim Wal- off with a double to center and

lach and Chris Speier combined
for the go-ahead run in the second
inning off Steve Carlton as the
Montreal Expos beat the Philadelphia Phillies 3-1 last night in the
first game of their best-of-5 series
for the National League East
championship.
The Expos, winners of the second half, and the Phillies, firsthalf champs in major league
baseball's first split season, meet
here tonight in the second
game.
The Expos took the lead 2-1 in
the second when Wallach, a .236
hitter in the regular season, led

raced home on a single by Speier,
who hit .225 during the season.
Steve Rogers, who posted a 12-6
season record, was the winner.
The only run off the Expos' righthander was a leadoff home run in
the second inning by catcher
Keith Moreland.
The Expos made it 3-1 in the
fourth off Carlton, who was 13-4
for the first-half champions and
has a chance for a record-breaking fourth Cy Young award as the
National League's best pitcher.
Carlton worked six innings,
gave up seven hits, an unusual
five walks and six strikeouts.

BG soccer team wins
to run record to 7-0-1

BG broke open the close game
in the second naif, starting with a
goal by Bart Market, his second of
the year, off an assist by Don
Popp. That assist puts Popp one
goal short of the Falcon season
scoring record. Bob Theophilus
then scored an unassisted goal,
which also put him one point snort
of the scoring record.
Tod Johnson completed the Falcon scoring with his fourth goal of

the season, three of them coming
in his last three games. Sweeper
Charlie Thomas was credited with
an assist on the goal for his first
point of the season.
BG's backs continued their impressive performance against
wooster, both offensively and defensively. With Markel's goal and
Thomas' assist, the Falcon backs
now have six points, the most of
any group of BG backs in the
team s history, according to Falcon coach Gary Palmisano. They
also helped limit Wooster to only
four shots, compared to the 32
which BG fired at the Wooster net.
Despite firing only four shots,
Wooster became just the second
team to score on goaltender Joe
Koury in the team's eight games,
giving him a .46 goals-against
average. As a team, BG has a .37
goals-against average, and has
outscored its opponents 37-3.

Bowling Green's men's golf
team opens its "unofficial" season this weekend in Columbus at
the Buckeye Classic Invitational.
Head coach John Piper will take
his top six fall qualifiers to Columbus in hopes of finding some consistent scorers, something the
Falcons did not have last spring.
Junior Mike Dzienny is the most
improved and consistent player
this fall, according to Piper.
Dzienny's 75.0 average in this
fall's qualifying rounds makes
him the team leader going into
this weekend's tourney.
Other BG participants this
weekendinclude sophomore Jean

Larochelle, juniors Al Pgonessa
and Brad Turner, and freshmen
Randy Stocke and Pat Shaw.
"The purpose of the season is
mainly to qualify the six best
golfers for the official spring season. Also, to give the new players
a chance to experience traveling
and playing in tournaments on
different courses." Piper said.
Additional Mid-American Conference teams competing this
weekend will be Miami, Eastern
Michigan and possibly Kent State,
Piper said.
Next weekend, the team travels
to West Lafayette, Ind., for the
Purdue Invitational.

Bowling Green's soccer team
scored a 4-1 victory, yesterday, at
Wooster College. The victory
raises the Falcons' record to 7-0-1,
the best start in BG soccer history.
The Falcons showed balanced
scoring, with each point scored by
a different player. Neil Ridgway
tallied BG's first goal on an indirect penalty kick, with an assist
going to Jim House.

Pitching, Walling's single
NY relievers slam the door
inHOUSTON
11 th
keys Houston win as
Yanks beatMm»>
Brewers
Snorts— briefs
(AP) - Pinch-hitter • The Dodders then walked Cesar
MILWAUKEE (AP) - Rick CeHau who hart hoaton — HH

Denny Walling's two-out, linedrive single into right-center field
with the bases loaded in the bottom of the 11th inning carried the
Houston Astros to a 1-0 victory
aver the Los Angeles Dodgers
yesterday and gave them a 2-0
edge in the National League West
Division playoffs.
Walling's clutch hit on a 1-1
(itch from reliever Tom Niedenuer scored Phil Garner from
third base with the winning run.
The loser for the second day in a
row was reliever Dave Stewart,
who came on in the bottom of the
11th and yielded back-to-back singles to Garner and Tony Scott.

•The Dodgers then walked Cesar
Cedeno to set the stage for Walling, who was pinch-hitting for
shortstop Dickie Thon.
The winner was Joe Sambito,
who came on in the top of the 11th
and got out of a jam after yielding
a double to pinch-hitter Steve
Yeager.
Starters Jerry Reuss and Joe
Niekro were locked in a tense duel
until Niekro left after eight innings. Reuss was replaced after
nine innings of work, in which he
allowed only five hits.
The Dodgers wasted excellent
scoring chances in the second,
third, sixth and seventh innings as
Niekro continually bore down in
the clutch.

Complete Service for Imported
and Small Domestic Cars

rone lined a two-run double to cap
a four-run New York fourth inning, and the Yankees rode brilliant relief pitching by Ron Davis
and Rich Gossage to a 5-3 victory
over the Milwaukee Brewers last
night in the first game of the
American League East Division
championship series.

Davis earned the victory with 2
2-3 innings of hitless, four-strike
out relief after the Brewers had
scored their final run off Yankees
starter Ron Guidry in the fifth.
Gossage relieved Davis to start
the Brewer eighth and finished
up, allowing one single and striking our three.

Moose Haas, who had beaten
the Yankees in five of his last six
decisions against them, was the
losing pitcher as the Yankees
shelled him for eight hits and four
runs in 3 1-3 innings.
Game Two in the best-of-five
series is scheduled here today at
3:10 p.m. EDT.
The Brewers, who won the AL
East "Second Season"
championship to earn a playoff
berth for the first time in their 12year history, scored single runs in
the second and third to lead 2-0.
But the Yankees quieted the
County Stadium crowd of 35,064
with their four-run fourth, starting with a lead-off walk to Reggie
Jackson.

SAVE $$
BUY AK
ALL-SPORTS
PASS
RACKETEERS

*'ciubH
<s£a.

I

OFFERS YOU
Day Service
Often Available -Phone First

352-7031

$fK> -v
ho cove

MICHELOB LITE
MILLER BUD

PRINT SALE

LAST TWO DAYS

TAB

FRITO-LAY
v^fc> »>o«S:JO MI
*-*SJ KRAMLrt ROAD
60WUNO W»ltW OHIO

ighway

COLD BEER & WINE >thur&aKeefefeiiite
(cold 24 returnable^)
6 pack can $1.29

SHOP

MEET THE
FALCONS!

oward's^*

RUFFLES

HALFPOUND894
I- The Dairy Queen Bldg
r-<««.>n The Railroad
Tracks Off Wooster St.

TODAY and FRIDAY
10:00-6:00
Sidedoor - Union
Most prints $5 & Under

'—#«#

ON SUNDAY, Oct. 11 you can meet the 1981 Falcon
Hockey Team! There will be a scrimmage from
10:15-12:14 followed by a casual luncheon at the
BGSU Ice Arena. Cost? Only $3 per person (for
lunch . . . the scrimmage is freel). Make your
reservations today by calling 372-2401.

The Great American Classic
r&

swfjTiiliiT'sliTUri»m TIUISMf!

STARTS
FRIDAY!

. Buy iny granc. targr or medium ua Ortpnal
Thm Crua « Staltmn Topper pua ind |H tht nn imalln
air* Kyle pun wuh equal number of loopinti Free
Proem this coupon «h guest check Not nlid wuh am
other oRer
E>p™.onda»r 10-22-81 BG

•Dine in Or Take Out
• Orders Ready in 20 Minutes
•Famous Original Thin Crust
• Great Sicilian Topper™ • salad Bar
• Sandwiches • Beverages
1616 East Wooster

:Rtoain

^-

Pizzai
•3M>, **M> *r •! M% tff. Buy any Onprul
Thin Gut or Sicilian Topper ptna. and pi 13 00 off a
Riant. $100 off a lanjr or f I 00 off a irndtum uav pun
Prom inn coupon with ptm check N* valid wuh any
other offer
Eipmion dale 10-22-81 BO

FRIDAY SATUROAY
MIDNIGHT MOVIE'
•o>o*'ictr*ii.i •■*

BODY HEAT
AT 7:30 » 9 30 PM

LET'S DO THE
TIME WARP
AGAIN!

VILUAiM HURT

The stor\ of two enterprising
youn<! men.
I CHEECHACHONG-S

NICE DREAMS
AT 7 30 4 9 15 PM

uuTiamnaaam

0m

VinA inn.
352-4657

II

As the temperature rises.
the suspense begins.

IIIUUI'IKIi

AU

sun Annum

I

STRIPES351

•STRIPES'DOES FOR THE
BILL MUMUU
MURRAY
it Kami.
ARMY WHAT ANIMAL
HOUSE' DID FOR
FRAT HOUSES."

WATCH FOR THESE COMING AnRACTIONS
CARBON COPY'."MOMMIE DEAREST "FIRST
MONDAY IN OCTOBER AND PATERNITY "

Tk. BG N<wi OcloWr «, !«•! 7

Living/Arts

Labino, passing the test of time
by Kathleen Koshar
News staff reporter

Before shaping the glass, Labino blows II Into a bubble.
Throughout the process Labino puts the piece Into the furnace to keep the glass pliable (photo at bottom right).

photos by Dale Omori

At the end of a dusty gravel drive on the
edge of Grand Rapids, Ohio, a dog named
Jennifer watches for visitors as she follows
her master to his workshop.
The workshop appears dusty and cluttered to the untrained eye. But the complex
mind of the master glass blower v 10 creates
and invents in this shop is in charge.
Dominick Labino is the ruler of the furnaces, chemicals and tools he uses to create
his glass art and inventions that are famous
around the world. But he does not think of
himself as different from his neighbors.
Labino is a grandfather with white hair,
son of a Pennsylvania coal miner, who grew
up dreaming of becoming an electrician. He
entered a co-op program at Allegheny Vocational High School and got a job at an
industrial instrument company earning five
cents an hour.
At the instrument company, Labino
learned how to analyze gasses. From there,
he went to Carnegie Institute of Technology
in Pittsburgh because his boss, "Old Man
Bacharach, believed everyone should be
educated.
"EDUCATION is only a tool. There's a lot
of library books 1you can dig into where
somebody left off,' Labino said. "What you
learn in school is not always what you'll use
in your work.
His next job was at an Owens-Illinois milk
bottle factory where he learned the very
basic theories of glass.
"You get to know glass and glass properties. There are no books you can read to
tell you about glass colors or glass compositions," he explained.
Owens-Illinois sent Labino to Illinois for
seven years to work for the world's largest
glass company. He and his second wife,
Libby, lived in Maumee, Ohio, for five years
before moving to Grand Rapids while he
worked for Johns-Manville Fiberglass Corp.
LIBBY has been married to Labino for 35
years and she said it was a mutual
agreement to find a home with some trees

away from the highway, with a little stream
and preferably a hill. The couple has lived in
their dream house for 25 years.
Labino said the fiberglass company gave
him more freedom, less paper work and less
money. But his hobbies in glasses, glazes and
enamels have always been affordable.
Knowing the glass and fiberglass industry
so thoroughly, Labino recognized voids and
problems that needed to be corrected.
Through his observations and "stickability"
he became an inventor.
"You don't say you are going to be (an
inventor), you are one," he said. You either
do something that saves time or requires less
skill by someone who's operating (a ma-

chine.)"
LABINO holds 60 patents for his inventions in the United States and hundreds in
foreign countries. He also has many trade
secrets stored in his head that he has not
patented or shares with anyone to prevent
duplication.
Labino invented a lightweight, efficient
fiber used in the insulation of heat fields in
jet aircraft that was eventually used in the
Apollo, Gemini and Mercury space crafts.
He considers his most important invention to
be a fiber that replaced asbestos in gas
masks.
Failures are not uncommon to the craftsman but he said,"You do the best you can.
That doesn't mean you are never going to
have a failure. It's a failure until you solve
what didn't work."
Labino turns down two to three job offers
each year although he is a research consultant for Johns-Manville. "I tell them I don't
want to do it. I have plenty of ideas of my
own and why should I work on their ideas?"
LABINO'S "ideas" have produced pieces
of glass artwork that are used in his home
such as drinking glasses and fruit bowls,
donated or displayed in shows and museums.
His glass, which is made from scratch, is
blown, not cut, and he specializes in creating
colors.
Although Labino has little regard for
modern glass creators or sculptors, he does
not consider himself a fine artist. But he is
proud of his chemical mixtures that ensure
durability.
"Durability does not mean you can drop it
and it won't break," he explained. Durability
is a chemical property that resists moisture
in the air. "I'm probably the only one in the
whole bunch who has means of testing the
durability of glass."
LABINO glass pieces are for sale, but his
wife said the demand for his work is larger
than what he can supply.
He contributes various pieces to causes
such as the annual Apple Butter Festival in
Grand Rapids.
The icosahedron on the first floor of the
Math-Science Building was built by Labino
at the request of former president Dr. William Jerome.
continued on page 9
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Lofts must meet standards
by Marie Cisterlno
News staff reporter
Dormitory residents who have filed
a request with the University residence life office to construct a loft in
their room have until October 23 to
make sure it meets Ohio Basic Building Code standards.
Applications for building lofts fall
quarter were due yesterday.
For safety reasons, the University
Technical Support Services is requiring that lofts he built in accordance to
specific procedures given in a memorandum to each resident that filed.
ACCORDING to the memorandum
accompanied with the diagrammed
instructions, guidelines for students
were set up to ensure the safety and
protection of room occupants and other
residents of the hall or house.
Because many students are interested in changing the environment in
their rooms by building lofts, bookcases and other items. TSS is stressing
the importance of building them properly. Improper construction may hinder exit from the room in case of a fire
or other emergency.
On October 23, University architects will begin inspecting individual room construction to see if it meets
building codes. The building code followed by the University is the Ohio
.I.H photo b»-D..nKo.p«. Baste Building Code which became
Addadspac. and comfort are advantages of building a loft. Wendy

Mowry and Janice Cameiia built one In their room In Dunbar.

®"e£r'Y?iulv

construction or materials not installed
by the University which raises floors,
lowers ceilings, provides partitions,
wall paneling or bed construction in a
room.
The policy for construction states
that all construction by students in
residence units must be performed in
accordance with rules stated in the
memorandum. The University is not
responsible for any injuries to the
occupants of the room or their guests
during and/or after completion of the
work, as a direct result of the construction.
. Construction criteria is as follows:
• Constructed items must be freestanding and not nailed, bolted, or
otherwise permanently fastened to the
the room.
• Lofts or other construction cannot
interfere with access to heating/venti-

GARBAGE:

lating units, plumbing or other items
needing periodic maintenance. Drapery rods, telephone, heating/ventilating units ana other attached room
fixtures cannot be removed, relocated
or modified to accommodate construction.
• Residents may not change electrical systems in the room or add any
temporary electrical wiring in the construction. Electrical outlets must be
accessible and not covered.
• Lofts are not to be enclosed in any
way.
• The tops of sleeping lofts cannot
be less than 32 inches from the ceiling
and platform lofts (wall-to-wall construction) are not permitted.
• Storing construction materials in
corridors or stairwells is prohibited, as
it constitutes a serious fire hazard,
continued on page 9
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SHOES
RUNNING
TENNIS
BASKETBALL
RACQUETBALL

ON SALE
BROOKS
CONVERSE
JACLAR

15% 9_FF_
ADIDAS
NIKE
PUMA

30% OFF
THE
LOCKER ROOM!
LJJ^S.Main^

t.'k'k'A'to'k'klciclckici

t
BG VS MIAMI
*

that
doesn't
need
contribution.

l,

J~"V.

SAT. OCT. 10

STUDENT construction includes any

CALICO,
SAGE&THYME

If you want to
save

WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED TO
MAKE YOUR ROOM LOOK LIKE HOME!
115 CLAY STREET
352-5417
OPEN AAON-SAT 10-5

.

HOWARD'S

CANAL
SHOP

is the weekend to do it.
is the place
And

DECORATE YOUR ROOM
wrra OUR FANS,
PICTURES AND OTHER

XTAU7

«« enw rklTEM

WALL HANGINGS. WE ALSO
NOW 20-50% OPT!
CARRY 10 VARIETIES OF,
CARDS. INCLUDING SUZI-ZOO.
COURTYARD SQUARE, 1084 S. MAIN ST. 352-0075

EVERYTHING IS ON SALE
HERE ARE A FEW EXAMPLES OF THE STOREWIDE BARGAINS

r^ETsrrsErgAESllyjl

SSUSD

0533151

gagaaUB

Technics AM/FM
Stereo Receiver

Technics SemiAutomatic Turntable

Kenwood 2-Way
Stereo Speakers

Sharp Dolby
Cassette Deck

30 walls/channel with no more
than 0.04% THD. Slim-line
design. SA103 Beg $149

F.G. servo belt-drive turntable with electronic speed switching. SLB202. Reg. $106.88.

2- way speakers with big sounding 8" woofer. Woodgrain finish. LSC2500. Reg. $59.88

Uses standard or metal tapes.
Dolby noise reduction. LEO
display. *RT10. Reg. $109.88.

s

99

»71

asa^*

Esaia
Sanyo AM/FM Stereo
Cassette Recorder

Pioneer AM/FM
Cassette Car Stereo

Maxell Cassettes
Buy 10. Get 2 Free!

Toshiba Mini Stereo
Cassette Player

Portable with 2 condenser
mics.. auto, stop and sleep
timer. M9902. Reg. $89.88.

"Supertuner" installs in-dash
and has pushbuttons. Auto,
eject KP8010. Reg. $179.

Buy 10. UDXLII or UOXLI
90 minute cassette tapes and
gal 2 free! Regular $50.28.

Caaa.lt. player with FM cartridge, mini headphones 4 carry
case. KKTS1 Reg $179.

*134

1412 REYNOLDS RD.
Vi Mile South of Ohio Turnpike (Exit 4)
Maumee, Ohio

l

Phone 891-0515
Open Daily 10 to 9, Sunday 12 noon to 6
ACROSS FROM BOB SCHIMDT CHEVROLET

AXA

*

I
t

Lambda Chi Alpha

Jffl
to

OCTOBER RUSH DATES
(all rush parties at the
Lambda Chi house in new frat row)
10/8 (TONIGHT)- WITH the ladies of A$
7:30-10p.m.
10/9 Happy hours with Mac Donald Quad.
3-5p.m.
10/13 - WITH THE ladies of $M
7:30-1 Op.m.

•156

Highland's Spectacular Weekend Sale.
This Fri. and Sat. 10 to 9, Sunday 12 to 6

l

.BRING IN THIS AD AND RECIEVE
,20% OFF ANY PLANT PURCHASE
rhc
I GOOD THRU
&***&
237 North Prospect St.
SAT.QCT 17, 1981
352-2794

WHEN RUSH IS OVER, WOULD
YOU RATHER BE A PLEDGE OR
AN ASSOCIATE MEMBER?

NKR^hmi

APPLIANCE CO

The gfreenery"
WELCOMES YOU

»7885

'*2EA

CAR STEREO INSTALLATION
AVAILABLE,

»6683

3JJ

Come see and meet the men
who feel they made the right decision.
Lambda Chi Alpha may be just what you're
looking for.

*i*m
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Lofts

I ah'inn **»?•*•
And he has made some glass jewelry for his wife.
"It's a lazy way of shopping," Labino said, grinning.
THE GLASSBLOWER is particularly proud of a
glass instrument called an armonica he made.
Labino said the Boston Museum asked him to
replace six bells in its armonica that was made
along with two others in the late 18th century.
After restoring the original armonica, Labino
decided to make a fourth to keep. His wife said the
instrument, which looks like a series of curved glass
discs, was a favorite played by Ben Franklin by
moistening the fingers and discs.
Although" he does not collect things, Labino said he
has some examples of glass dated from China in
1750, Rome in the 2nd or 3rd century and bottles
from as far back as 1600.

from page 8

• All construction must be com- flame retardant coating that has been
endangers the lives of others and prevents normal building circulation and pleted in a such a manner that the item rated for a flame spread of 25 or less.
is structurally stable and capable of
maintenance.
withstanding the normal stresses of • Use of nettings, fabrics, banners
• Debris should be removed imme- the planned usage. All connections or bamboo materials attached to lofts
diately and placed in proper waste must be thru-bolted or lag screwed to is a fire hazard and is discouraged.
receptacles. Failure to do so could facilitate removal and make it structu- These items also must be fire-proofed
if used.
result in penalty or discontinuance of rally safe.
the construction.
• Construction must not restrict exit
• Paneling must also be flame-proof
• The resident(s) performing any from the windows or doors of the and cannot be attached to walls with
construction assumes full responsi- rooms. Windows and doors must be nails, glue or screws.
blity for any damages to the room or operable at all times and usable as a
the premises caused by such construc- means of emergency exit or entry to • Furniture items provided by the
University cannot be removed to protion and will be billed accordingly.
vide more space unless authorized by
MATERIALS that can be used for the hall director.
• All materials used must be fire
retardant. Wooden materials are re- construction include:
• Wooden materials either prequired to be either dipped or covered
THE HOUSEPARENT/HALL DIwith a penetrating flame retardant treated with a stamp indicating flame
retardance or coated with a UL rated RECTOR will make initial inspection
chemical or paint.

ORIGINAL

HAMBURGERS
Try Our New

is a question a lot of young people in high school ond college
ore ashing Then, even it you get me finest college degree, where con
you use it meaningfully?
Perhops the onswer lies m Becoming on Air Force officer through Air
Force ROIC We hove many different coreer oreos in which specioiisfs
of oil kinds are needed And os on Air Force commissioned officer you
can hove unequoled opportunity (or leadership and monogemenf experience plus an excellent storting soiary ond benefits package
Consider An Force "?OTC os a gateway to a great way of MfeTo* you
Find out ODOUI the benefits of o four three or two year scholarship thai
pays $100 a month, tuition, book costs ond lob and incidental lees
Couple thai with what will be waiting after graduation and you hove
the answer to what you ve been looking lor
Department of Aerospace Studies
164 Memorial Hall

Phone: 372-2176 or 372-2177

rWpn w°nm j>

TACO
GRANDE

CLIPTHIS COUPON

USEONE

GET ONE
SINGLE

OR

FREE

MORECOUPONS

Expires 10-22-81

OPENTUES., WED., - THURS.
4:30-6:30 P.M.

Beef, Cheese,
Lettuce &
Tomato

CLIP THIS COUPON

BUY ONE
SINGLE

BUY ONE
CHILI OR
VEG. SOUP
GET ONE

Spires 10-22-81

'A DINING ALTERNATIVE'
[VEGETARIAN DISHES
LOCATED IN THE PHEASANT ROOM
2ND FLOOR - UNIVERSITY: UNION

1025 N. Main

noTC

Students will have a period of one
week prior to the end of each quarter
and two weeks from the start of each
quarter to submit a request for student
construction to the residence life office.
Approvals on student construction
are valid for one year only. All construction must be removed prior to the
end of each spring quarter, even if the
room is occupied by the same students) the following year.

DINING FOR A
SMALL PLANET

GASEYS
WHAT TO DO
AFTER COLLEGE.

verifying that the student construction
is completed. The University architect's office will then be contacted
to make arrangements for final inspection. A member of the architect's office
and the houseparent/hall director will
make the final inspection.

Bowling Green

Gate way to a great way of life).

Meadowview Court
Apartments

Information:

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

'Special Two Person
Rate on 2 Bedroom
Apartments

'Swimming Pool
'Sauna

It's no secret that The BG News
classititds are- the place te be It you
want to buy something, sell
something, find something you lost,
get rid ot something you found, hire
someone, or tell someone you're
psyched tor their tea.
Stop at 106 University Hall, Monday
through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

"Game room
'party room.

Changing Your Room Into A
214 Napolean
352-1195
PIEDMONT
APARTMENTS
-SPECIAL TWO PERSON
RATE
TWO BEDROOM APTS.
-$250.00-FURNISHED
-ALL UTILITIES INCLUDEt
EXCEPT LIGHTS
-CHERRYWOOD CLUB

Lush Tropical Oasis?
Striking Desert Scene?
Relaxing Woodland Retreat?

BRIGHAMS
GREENHOUSE
HAS THE PLANTS YOU NEED
8 6 daily

1030 N. MAIN
352-2686

"
" Sunday

12 5

Art Materials
& Supplies

REC CENTER ,
W'TH HEATED POOL

PH 352-9378

,•••••••,
• • •

THE ART STUDIO
132 N. Main Su ..'.
Bowling Green, Ohio
352-4911
Custom framing and matting available.

1
¥ • • •

I WEEK
¥ • • *
$

SCHEDULE AN INTERVIEW NOW
FOR THESE AVAILABLE, PAID POSITIONS
EMPLOYER: Manufacturer of
parts of heavy duty dieset engines
POSITION: Industrial Media Intern
Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: M A Can
didates preferred. R-TV-F majors
ONLYi
PAY RATE: $1.120/mo
START DATE: Spnng Quarter
82/Summer Quarter '82

EMPLOYER: Manufacturer of
parts for heavy duty diesel
engines
POSITION: Industrial Training Intern Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: MA Candidates preferred. Industrial Training majors
PAY RATE: St.l20/mo
START DATE: Spring Quarter
'82/Summer Quarter '82

EMPLOYER: Municipal Govern
ment Office
POSITION: Business or Accounting Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Seniors or
graduate students preferred with a
minor in Computer Science
PAY RATE: $720-1.040/mo
START DATE: Winter Quarter 82

EMPLOYER: Municipal Government Office
POSITION: Public Admin or Urban
Studies Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Seniors or
graduate students with a minor in
business, marketing, or Accounting. (Housing available)
PAY RATE: $720-1.040/mo
START DATE: Winter Quarter '82

EMPLOYER: Major Steel products
Manufacturer
POSITION: Statistical Analyst Coop
QUALIFICATIONS: Soph . Junior
Senior with one course
Regression Analysis and Fortran
Programming.
PAY RATE: Based on qualitica
(tons of each student
START DATE: Winter Quarter/Spr
Ing '82/Summer '82

EMPLOYER: Area YMCA
POSITION: Recreation Activities
Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Sophomore
and junior Recreation Majors with
an interest In Arts and Drama.
physical Fitness and Exercise
PAY RATE: $300 mo
START DATE: Winter Quarter '82

EMPLOYER: Large Industrial
Manufactunng Company
POSITION: Materials Management
Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Junior or
Senior in Management Field
PAY RATE: $110O$1200/mo
START DATE: Winter Quarter 82

EMPLOYER: Major Banking Equipment Corporation
POSITION: Writer/Editor Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Juniors,
seniors or graduate students with
strong writing and editing skills
PAY RATE: $1041 60 mo
START DATE: Winter Quarter '82

EMPLOYER: Outdoor Education
Facility for Children
POSITION: Co-op Teachers
QUALIFICATIONS: Juniors or
Seniors m fields of Recreation. Environmental Studies. Social Work
or Outdoor Education.
PAY RATE: $400/mo plus room,
and board
START DATE: Winter Quarter/Spring'82

®

EMPLOYER: Fast Food
Restaurant
POSITION: Manager Trainee Coop (3 positions)
QUALIFICATIONS: Juniors or
Seniors
PAY RATE: $536-592/mo
START DATE: Autumn Quarter
'81'Winter Quarter 82 Spring 82

EMPLOYER: Manufacturer of
Automotive Transmissions
POSITION: Accounting Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Junior. Senior
or Graduate Student with excellent
grades in Accounting
PAY RATE: $1.160/tno
START DATE: Autumn Quarter
81/Winter Quarter '82

EMPLOYER: Large Photo Firm
POSITION: Computer Science Coop
QUALIFICATIONS: Sophomores,
juniors or seniors with strong Computer Science skids
PAY RATE: $1.100-$!.260>mo
START DATE: Winter Quarter
82'Spnng Quarter 82

EMPLOYER: Large Photo Firm
POSITION: Marketing Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Marketing ma
jors with an excellent academic
record. Sophomores. Juniors or
Seniors
PAY RATE: $1.1040-1.140/mo
START DATE: Winter Quarter|
82 Spnng Quarter 82

EMPLOYER: Magazine Publisher
POSITION: Journalism Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Juniors or
Seniors from English Journalism.
Pop Culture, and Technical
Writing
PAY RATE: Non-paying
START DATE: Autumn
Quarter'81 /Winter
82

EMPLOYER: Publishing Company
POSITION: Publication Design Coop
OUALIFICATIONS:Student with
artwork
and design ability
PAY RATE: $536 $640/mo
START DATE: Winter Quarter'82

EMPLOYER: Government Agency
POSITION: Claims
Representative Co oc
QUALIFICATIONS: Nontechnological majors only
PAY RATE: $883 20/mo
START DATE: Winter Quarter '82

EMPLOYER: Major Area Arts
Organizations
POSITION: Accounting Assistant
Marketing Assistant
Administrative Assistant
Promotion Assistant
QUALIFICATIONS: Busines:
and/or Music Backgrounds
PAY RATE: To be Determined
START DATE: Winter Quarter '82

Hoursi Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

BEAT
• • •

The BGSU Cooperative Program
It can help you meet college expenses.

WANT TO KNOW WHAT
GREEK LIFE IS ABOUT?
ALPHA SIGMA PHI
LITTLE SISTER RUSH
TUES.OCT.13
THURS. OCT. 15
TUES. OCT.20, INVITATION
THURS. OCT. 22, INVITATION
8:00-10:00 Dm
.„ °
COME OVER ft

AEffV RODQERS
XXX

MEET THE

BROTHERS &
LIL SISSES

EMPLOYER: Family Restaurant
Chain
POSITION: Manager Trainee Coop
QUALIFICATIONS: Seniors. Institutional Food Service and
Restaurant Management -majors
only
PAY RATE: $1.092/mo.
START DATE: Winter Quarter 82

FILLED
EMPLOYER: Business Machines
Corporation
POSITION: Sales Representative
QUALIFICATIONS: Sales oriented
individual, marketing majors
preferred
PAY RATE: $80f>960/mo.
START DATE: Autumn Quarter '81

EMPLOYER: International
Organization involved in advanced
technology products
POSITION: Technical Wnter Coop
QUALIFICATIONS: Excellent oral
and written communications sluts.
8b*ty to read blueprints
PAY RATE $960-1.120/mo
START DATE: Winter Quarter '82

The Cooperative Education Program staff will be available to explain the advantages and specifications of the program and the
available positions. For more information please call or stop by the office to schedule a preliminary interview

The Cooperative Education Program
222 Administration Bldg.
372-2451
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UAO movies

The University Activities Organization
movie for tonight is "The Producers",
made in 1968. Mel Brooks won an oscar for
best original screen play. It tells the story of
Gene Wilder, playing the accountant for a
Broadway producer who charms the checks
out of little old ladies to finance his none-tosuccessful productions. The film is at 8 p.m.
in Gish Theater.
"The Elephant Man" will be shown
Friday and Saturday, a chronicle of the life
of John Merrick, a man so hideously deformed that his only means to make a living
was a freakshow attraction. Aided by a
sympathetic doctor who treats him, he
confronts the world outside. John Hurt is
the actor who portrays this character. The
film is in black and white so that the
audience can feel the solemnity and drudgery of life in London before the Industrial
Revolution. The show is at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in
the Main Auditorium.
The midnight movie Friday and Saturday is "Flash Gordon", the film version of
the Donular comic strip by this name.
"Tess", winner of four Golden Globe
awards and nominated for six Oscars, will
be shown twice on Sunday. It tells the tale of
one of Thomas Hardy s favorite novels,
"Tess of The D'Urbervilles", a love story
about a young English country girl whose
family discovers it is descendea from distinguished aristocratic lineage. The film
will be shown at 5:30 and 9 p.m. in the Main
Auditorium.
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SIS a piece

change Office m tho Center lor Education

NEED A SOUND SYSTEM FOR A PARTY.

352 3066 AFTER

CAMPUS MAILBOX NO. 1771 OR CALL

Peg or use ofl-campua mssoon No 1022
clubs

APT

Alpha SigmaPhiM siaesa

JUGGLERS l m lootung tor someone to

RUSH DELTA TAU DELTA

"out 231 AdministrationBMg (372-0202)

Col Tm

353-7011

pess

Bom-No coM Bo**ng Green weather lor

FURN

Alpha Sigma Phi m sasses

Beeullful.

Bntlaf amount

ED 2 BDRM. APT. IMMEDIATELY. SIS 7TH

Rush Alpha Srgma Ptn ll HUM

OMLETTES UKE YOU'VE NEVER SEEN

BREAKFAST ALL DAY

THE BtQ MAC SAYS

TO SHARE

That Past Weekend' Your AJpho Phi Sisters
Are Reefy Proud Qt Your Swsioang AOOties'

custom, scrsen-prtnled l-shuts I sportswear tor your group or organuafeon

KOHL FOR

For over B years now ma boat prices I se< ■
vices W BO CtM Tan 353-7011

lyntharwsl >

of egusnent and ratatlvely compkHe tour
frock rocorrAng studn located in prrvole

onu

RMTE

2nd Pisco Ftrsah In The Go" Toumamont

70S S. Main

T-SHIRTS

RUSH SIOMA CHI

M

PM

T-BHrRTS

RUSH SIOMA CHI

1-BOO-S21-0675

Open 24 houratm Kirk's Coin Laundry.

I

SI26A40 OWM TPP

Ptessuros. 325 E. Wooeler Call 342-4228.

chon. '41 S. MoM.

T-SHIRTS
BUBHSMMA CHI

ABORTIONS
l-24a>aoklerrMnsllon

Marketing Club
TING OLDER BUT MORE EXPERIENCEDAS rev eon eat Fish Frl night Comer KR-

WOE

874-84W o* MB 5518

appointments mode 7 dews.
Call TOLL FREE

by

MADE A

Found-Ksyt ntrt to Overman H4# CslPam

TOLL FREE
9a m -10 pm
I -400-4 3H0 j o

Sponsored

LOVE. SUEY

ABOUT THE BENEFITS OF ASSOCIATE

ABORTION

Commons

COM SEE THE MEN WHO FEEL THEY

moTMtsry *«*»• jusi gratf ssnBmsnW vsiu*
CM 372 4315 FWwSfO

SERVICES OFFERED

N E

KIMBO HAPPY 22NO B DAY' YOUR GET-

RUSH
Lot!

8pm

Unrvorarry FTacowtant SavtCO

bsssMs

Ws'.

Ocl
12 4 13
00LPP4HCART.

and overs!. required. IrrMrvtew sign-up st

home seeks other lyntheaists. gurtsnsis.
WANTED

Tom Towr Caf me now Stg MB/ ea soon
aspoaatjie 352 2862

pus Alpha S*jma PhMush H saeee Ocl 13

LOBT 4 FOUND

vw The

S*gn up today The KEY wants
you in the 1982 Senior Section
Can 372-0086 for app't. for Oct
12-Nov
13
Love, KEY

a dozen

HOMECOMING MUMS
$2.00 ea
GROUPS, ORDER NOW FOR GUARANTEED DELIVERY!!

FLOWERS
INDAIRYQUEENBLDG.OFFWOOSTERST.
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
HRS: MON THRU SAT: 8am-5pm.
•*m

**m

wt*

rfta

=*».

■rai

■M.

a

rfta

^*a

MARKETING CLUB
ANNOUNCES

THE TRIPLE DEAL
BEER BLAST
"50* off

■ ADMISSION TO
I BEER BLAST
I WITH THIS COUPON j
American Marketing Association

FRIDAY OCT.9 at 8:00p.m. NORTH EAST COMMONS
ADMISSION $1.30/1.00 WITH COUPON
I.D.'S ARE REQUIRED

The

&*

BrathausBar
Our Happy Hour is still the
same for the third year...

Happy Hour Every Nile 7-9
Tuesday : WFAL will broadcast
Live from Brathaus
Wednesday : a special night *0
i*
at the Brathaus.
'
The happy hour
is on all night long.
'Friday ' After class special
*********
^ ¥ Happy
Hour 3-6
KK
'
** w
USE. Court

